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Hello!
We are comfortably into 2021 now, whether we raced over
the finished line, crawled, or were dragged kicking and
screaming. Hopefully whatever way you entered the new
year, it will be predominantly one of healing and light.
Starting soon is our very first course! In six sessions, learn
about the principles of ABAR (anti-bias anti-racist)
curriculum, the mindset shift, and set your own goals for
change in your community. We're still enrolling, and we
hope you see you there!
For February, Alex has put together an incredible spotlight
on Black maternal health so be sure to check out the whole
zine (especially our incredible BIPOC business and nonprofit)!
As always, feel free to reach out if you need anything and
best of luck engaging your own community in these crucial
conversations about racism and the need for inclusivity!
With love and solidarity,
Corrie, Lee, & Alex
THETINYACTIVIST.COM
HELLO@THETINYACTIVIST.COM

FEBRUARY’S
MUST HAVE
BOOKS
The end of
winter is in
sight, spend the
rest of it with
these new
releases!
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Manuela Guillén
LazyBeamArte

Manuela Guillén is a freelance painter,
muralist, and digital illustrator
currently living in North Philadelphia.
Born in Miami to Cuban and
.
Salvadorian immigrant parents,
Manuela has always had a love for art.
She has collaborated with local,
national, and global art organizations
such as PangeaSeed, Fung
Collaboratives, and 48 Blocks.
Her murals can be found in both the
U.S. and Mexico. Inspired by plants,
tropical colors, and her cultural
upbringing, Manuela aims to bring
awareness to art education,
sociopolitical, and environmental
issues. As a Spanish Art teacher,
Manuela hopes to inspire her students
to be creative as she continues to
bring communities closer together
through art.

Check out
LazyBeamArte on Etsy!
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Okra Project
Founder
IANNE
FIELDS
STEWART

BIPOC
NON-PROFIT
SPOTLIGHT
"The Okra Project is a collective that seeks to
address the global crisis faced by Black Trans people
by bringing home cooked, healthy, and culturally
specific meals and resources to Black Trans People
wherever we can reach them.
During the Middle Passage, our African ancestors
snuck okra onto captive ships to sustain themselves
and plant in the new world. Black Diasporic cooking
traditions often use the okra plant for its versatility
and it is often associated with health, prosperity, and
community.
In this spirit, The Okra Project hopes to extend free,
delicious, and nutritious meals to Black Trans people
experiencing food insecurity.

Ianne is a Black, queer, lesbian, and
nonbinary transfeminine New Yorkbased storyteller working at the
intersection of theatre and activism.
Their work and she are dedicated to
interrupting the exclusivity of luxury
by making things like entertainment,
nourishment, and self-care accessible
to the most marginalized in their
community. Ianne founded The Okra
Project in December 2018 with the
intention of alleviating some of the
loneliness Black Trans people can
experience during the holiday season.

The Okra Project is all about taking luxury and
making it something that's accessible to the most
marginalized people and disrupting the idea that
luxury is exclusive.
”For Black people, in particular, the kitchen is such a
place of family lineage. It’s a place of community. It’s
a place of love. Daily life occurs in the kitchen. And
so to have that kitchen be filled with someone who
looks, loves, and lives like you, is a luxury and a joy” -Ianne Fields Stewart, Founder

Follow The Okra Project
on Social Media!

All information here comes
from The Okra Project website!
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February
New Releases

FOR AGES: 8-12
Celebrated author Carole
Boston Weatherford and
illustrator Floyd Cooper
provide a powerful look at
the Tulsa Race Massacre,
one of the worst incidents
of racial violence in our
nation's history. The book
traces the history of African
Americans in Tulsa's
Greenwood district and
chronicles the devastation
that occurred in 1921 when a
white mob attacked the
Black community.

News of what
happened was largely
suppressed, and no
official investigation
occurred for seventyfive years. This picture
book sensitively
introduces young
readers to this tragedy
and concludes with a
call for a better
future.
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If you enjoyed
Schomburg: The Man
Who Built a Library
you’ll be
fascinated by:

FEBRUARY 2021

For Ages: MG & YA
In This Book Is Anti-Racist, Tiffany Jewell and
Aurélia Durand gave us an essential volume to
understand anti-racism.
Now, in the journal companion, understand your
anti-racist self and dive further into the work.
Within the vibrantly illustrated pages, you will
find some familiar information along with new
reflections and prompts to go deeper.
This anti-racist toolkit gives you space to learn
and grow through activities centered around
identity, history, family, your universe,
disruption, self-care, privilege, art, expression,
and much more

#2

#3
Pint-Sized Pick:
What's Inside a Flower?
Budding scientists will love exploring the
stunning pages of this informative nonfiction
book that teaches children how flowers grow.
This in-depth view of one of nature’s splendors
will spark readers’ curiosity and inspire them to
learn more about the world around them.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH &
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

THIS MONTH IN
SOCIAL JUSTICE HISTORY

SHINING A LIGHT ON
THE MATERNAL

“Black women in the United States are
between three and four times more likely
to die from pregnancy-related causes
than White women, and are twice as
likely to suffer from severe maternal
mortality.

HEALTH CARE CRISIS
IN THE US CAUSED BY
RACISM

The Black/White disparity in maternal
mortality applies to Black women across all
education levels and persists even after
controlling for differences in socio-economic
status. It is this disproportionate risk that
Black women face during and after
childbirth that drives the maternal mortality
and morbidity crisis in the United States.”
“Studies show that Black patients are treated
differently than White patients with the same
symptoms, receiving fewer diagnostic and
therapeutic interventions, and even less pain
medication.
While providers of color can help to mitigate
cultural barriers in the U.S. health system, the
lack of diversity in medicine limits their impact.
Black physicians are more likely than White
physicians to serve medically underserved areas
and populations and have been shown to increase
access to health care for Black patients, earn
higher levels of patient trust and satisfaction,
and in some cases, spend more time with Black
patients than White physicians do. However, while
Black people make up 13% of the U.S. population,
only 4% of U.S. physicians are Black.”

CDC
Hear Her
campaign

TEXT FROM THE
BLACK MAMAS MATTER
TOOLKIT (PDF)
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